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Mathematics at Exeter
Maths is an essential part of everyday life, as a child and an adult. We believe that high-quality maths teaching provides the firm foundations and roots for understanding
the world, the ability to reason, problem-solve and promote a sense of enjoyment and curiosity about the subject, leading to successful, ambitious learners.
At Exeter a learning community we teach maths for mastery, an engaging and accessible style of mathematics teaching inspired by
; inspired and informed by the
work of leading maths researchers and practitioners across the world. Our approach and aim is to develop a whole new culture of deep understanding, confidence and
competence in maths – a culture that produces strong, secure learning and real progress that enhances mathematical understanding, enjoyment and achievement for
every child. Children are encouraged to physically represent mathematical concepts. Objects and pictures are used to demonstrate and visualise abstract ideas, alongside
numbers and symbols. Mathematical concepts are explored in a variety of representations and problem-solving contexts to give pupils a richer and deeper learning
experience.
Our maths curriculum will promote:












A secure understanding of the important concepts and an
ability to make connections within mathematics.
A broad range of skills in using and applying mathematics.
An understanding of the importance of mathematical skills
in everyday life.
A fluent knowledge and recall of number facts and the
number system.
A commitment to and passion for mathematics
The ability to show initiative and resilience in solving
problems in a wide range of contexts, including the new or
unusual.
The ability to think independently and to persevere when
faced with challenges, showing a confidence of success.
The ability to embrace the value of learning from mistakes
and false starts.
The ability to reason, generalise and make sense of
solutions.
A wide range of mathematical vocabulary.

Concrete

Pictorial

Abstract

Using physical objects to
help solve maths
problems.

Using a variety of drawings
and models to solve maths
problems and develop
understanding.

Solve maths problems
using only number and
written methods.

Expectations
Books

Children should have a Mathematics book and an Arithmetic book. All books must be labelled with the subject, child’s name and class.
Books should be kept neat and presentable – one digit per square must be demonstrated when carrying out formal methods however when using some
models and representations, this may not be possible.
Pupil maths books should contain a daily WALT and WILF: there should be evidence of pupils’ varied fluency linked to the learning objective; this should be
represented by at least one appropriate model, different representations to show a deep level of understanding is desirable, learning should be backed up
with the use of concrete resources. There should be evidence of pupils’ application of this skill in a wider context with the use of Reasoning and Problem
solving questions. Here mastery of the skills should be demonstrated by applying their learning, again a range of year-group specific models and
representations is desirable. Books should be marked daily in accordance to the marking policy. Scaffolding should be used to support pupils who have not met
the learning objective and questions can be posed to further develop the thinking of those who have achieved.

Fluency Flashback
slides

Fluency flashback should be completed before every Maths lesson in the back of Arithmetic books - this is a quick 5 minute task where learning from the
previous lesson, previous week, previous term and previous year are targeted. For most children it should be skills they are competent in, it is not new
learning, questions are intended to reinforce the long term memory of pre-learnt skills. Questions can be used to consolidate skills from the previous unit
where the WR unit tests identify a specific skill or type of question. These can be marked by the children.

Arithmetic

Arithmetic should be completed daily – there should be enough questions to last 10 minutes (at roughly 30 seconds each) with an open-ended task or word
problem to complete, for those who finish early. Questions should be able to be solved mentally by the higher ability children. Again this should not be new
learning – questions should reinforce basic number skills and mental strategies. Questions should be mostly abstract and use the ARE formal method.

Working
Walls

Math WW to include: Key Q’s, Sentence stems, Key Vocabulary, 100 square, Teacher Models (a focus on bar models) and must be up to date. Pupil work with
positive comments or clarity of misconceptions is also desirable. Teacher models must be neat and presentable. They should be updated daily and be relevant
to current learning.

Practical
resources

Practical resources should labelled and available to use (Covid- 19 precautions - limit cross contamination of resources -if central use, please wipe down and
leave for 72hours before returning) in all lessons, these should relate to the age related White Rose progression of skills.

Times
Tables

Age related Times tables (up to 12x from Y3) must be visible, a larger focus display of one specific number needs to be changed every two weeks.
A daily session of Fast Maths/TT Rock stars should be completed and recorded these are to be kept by all pupils their own file – an assessment ‘number 3’
should be completed at the end of each half term and updated on the school tracker to identify progress and intervention needs.

Display

Age related expectations display on (Autumn 2020 shape and time) a whole-school focus, based on Gap Analysis, should be clear and visible. It can be part of
the Maths Working Wall or a separate display, it must be visible and informative. Use this to question children when lining up to maximise learning time
Anything that can relate Maths to ‘every day’ uses e.g.: By the sink – laminated measures of liquids, Round the clock – ARE vocabulary or questions
Door frame – Measures in M/CM/MM conversion. Again these need to be a point of reference and questioning on a daily basis.

Every day
math

A more focussed times table approach can be taken when a specific times
table are taught and consolidated by children – when children are confident
with the tables up to 10 x 10 they should carry out Fast Maths.

